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Terms of Use

Note: These Terms of Use apply to the full version eBook.
The Terms of Use have been included here for your reference.

English Express: My Busy Day (Bernard Miles, 2021) with an Individual Licence
This eBook has an Individual Licence. It can be used by one teacher, who can share the contents of
the book with their own current students for learning purposes. The eBook cannot be re-sold. The
eBook cannot be uploaded to a public web page. Read the full Terms of Use below.
To the Teacher
English Express: My Busy Day (Bernard Miles, 2021) has been published as an eBook for your
convenience. You can print out pages for your students and you can display the pages on your
projector or screen. It is convenient for both face-to-face and online teaching. Do not take
advantage of this digital format to illegally share the eBook.
If you are a teacher and you did not purchase a licence for this eBook, stop now and delete the
file. You can go to englishexpress.com.au to purchase your own licence. The fee is very cheap
considering that it is a printable/photocopiable book that you can use and re-use for as long as
you need. Thanks for your support!
Definitions
▪

‘the eBook’ = English Express: My Busy Day (eBook) with an Individual Licence

▪

‘the author’ = the author of the eBook (Bernard Miles)

▪

‘the licensee’ = any person who has purchased an Individual Licence to use the eBook

Copyright Information
The eBook English Express: My Busy Day is the intellectual property of the author, Bernard Miles,
and is protected by copyright law. The Terms of Use give the licensee some additional permissions
that are not usually included in copyright law. The Terms of Use specify in which situations these
additional permissions apply. For any situations that are not mentioned in the terms of use,
standard copyright law applies.
Terms of Use (for the Individual Licence)
1. The eBook English Express: My Busy Day with an Individual Licence is intended for use by one
teacher with their own current students. If the licensee is not a teacher (for example, a student
who is self-studying), the same licence and the same terms of use still apply. The Individual Licence
is not suitable for multiple teachers sharing the same licence. If more than one teacher within an
institution is using the eBook, you would require either a separate Individual Licence for each
teacher, or a Team Licence. If you believe you have purchased the incorrect licence, contact the
licensor so that the proper licence can be arranged.
2. The invoice is the proof of the transaction and proof that the licensee has agreed to the Terms of
Use. As additional proof, the eBook may include the licensee’s name.
3. The eBook’s licence is not transferrable to any other person.
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4. The eBook can only be used by the licensee. If the licensee is a teacher, they may share any part
of the eBook with their own current students for learning purposes. If the licensee is a student,
they may share any part of the eBook with their current teacher for learning purposes. Allowable
forms of ‘sharing’ include printing, photocopying, displaying on a screen, sending via email, or
uploading to a password-protected content management system that is only accessible to the
licensee (teacher) and their students. The licensee cannot share any part of the eBook with anyone
else besides their own current students (or their own current teacher if they are a student). When
sharing any part of the eBook, the licensee must inform others that they cannot share the contents
of the eBook. No part of the eBook can be uploaded to a publicly accessible web page.
5. The licensee must take all care to ensure that the eBook is not shared beyond their own
teacher/student group. If the eBook is illegally uploaded to a publicly accessible web page, the
author will be able to trace it back to the original licensee. Legal action will be taken against
anyone who participates in intentional, unauthorised sharing on a significant scale.
6. The eBook (or any part of it) cannot be sold to anyone else, either in printed form or digital form.
7. The images in the eBook have been obtained by the author from stock image providers. The
licensee does not have the right to re-use any images from the eBook for other purposes, unless
they have legally obtained the right to use the image from the image’s owner or from the stock
image distributer.
8. The eBook’s licence does not have an expiry date. It doe not require any renewals.
9. Once the eBook is sent to the licensee or downloaded by the licensee, no refund can be provided.
There is a free sample available for potential buyers to assess the suitability of the eBook before
purchase.
10. The author may terminate the licence if the licensee infringes these Terms of Use.
Enquiries
If you have any enquiries about the Terms of Use, or if you would like to request any additional
permissions, please contact the author via email at:
bernard.miles@englishexpress.com.au
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About this Book
The Students: Adults or younger learners
The book is suitable for all ages including adults and younger learners.
English Level: Beginner
The book is suitable for students at beginner level. It uses simple and predictable sentence
structures. To assist with comprehension, there is an image to accompany every sentence.
With reference to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR), this
book aligns to level A1.
With reference to the Australian Core Skills Framework (ACSF), this book may be suitable for
students at Pre-level 1B and Level 1. Depending on the students’ level, you can adjust the level of
support that you provide.
Structure of the Book
There are over 30 chapters, each focusing on a different job or occupation. Most are jobs; however,
the book also includes parent/caregiver, retiree, student and volunteer. There are 4 pages per
chapter:
▪

Task 1: Image prompts, which can be used for discussion and activation of prior knowledge.
Also, it’s a good idea to go back to Task 1 after the chapter is finished. As a review activity,
students can look at the pictures and describe them.
Extension activity: There are some additional discussion questions at the bottom of each page.

▪

Task 2: Sentences for reading practise. These can also be cut up for a matching activity.
Extension activity: Identify the parts of speech (noun, verb, pronoun, preposition, etc.)

▪

Task 3: Students write out the sentences with the given clues. This task uses a handwriting
font instead of the regular font.

▪

Task 4: A grammar activity, which mainly focuses on verb tenses and subject-verb agreement.
Extension activity: Create questions and negative sentences.
Note 1: Task 4 has some brief explanations and examples of verb tenses which are not
exhaustive. As this is a beginner-level resource, the simplest possible explanation has been
provided. For example, present simple is used for repeated actions (I have meetings every day).
However, sometimes present simple can also be used for future plans (I have a meeting
tomorrow). You can explore the different uses of verb tenses when students are ready.
Note 2: When changing the tense of a sentence, some small adjustments may be required
depending on the context. For example:
Present simple
I fix computers. (every day)

Past simple
I fixed computers. (in my last job)
I fixed the computer. (yesterday)

Note 3: Students may require support with irregular past tense verbs.
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Using the Book
The book is intended to supplement your learning program. It is not intended to be a core text. You
can use the book any way you like. Here are some examples of how you could use it:
▪

You could integrate certain chapters with the topics in your learning program. For example,
Doctor can fit into a ‘health’ topic, Bus Driver can fit into a ‘transport’ topic, Real Estate Agent
can fit into a ‘house hunting’ topic, and so on.

▪

You could integrate certain chapters with your grammar objectives, particularly verb tenses
and subject-verb agreement. For example, if you are teaching past simple tense, you could
pick any chapter, and in Task 4, ask students to produce sentences in past simple tense.

▪

You could use a systematic approach and dedicate a certain amount of time each week to do
1 or 2 chapters. Week after week, students can build up their vocabulary, grammar and
reading skills. You could also use the book to develop speaking and pronunciation.

Tip: Students can use text-to-speech software to listen to the sentences. For example, if they open
the book using the Microsoft Edge browser, they can use the ‘read aloud’ function. It has settings
for adjusting the speed and also for changing the accent.
Printing and Sharing
Hard-copy printing: You can print hard-copies for your own students. The pages can be printed
in either colour or greyscale. The content is not dependent on colour, so greyscale printing can be
used to save on printing costs.
PDF printing: You can distribute PDF versions of chapters for your own students. You can
distribute PDFs via a secure, private method (e.g. email, student portal, secure link), but not on a
public website or on social media. You may prefer to select a limited range of pages to save/print
to PDF, rather than sharing the entire book all at once. (Instructions: 1. Open the eBook. 2. Go to
‘print’. 3. Select ‘save as PDF’. 4. Select the page range you want to save. 5. Give the new file a
name and select the location where you want to save it. 6. Send it to your students via email or
other method. Note: These instructions may vary slightly depending on the PDF viewer you are
using.)
Screen sharing: Using your teleconferencing app, you can display the eBook on screen for your
own students. With most apps, both you and your students should be able write and draw directly
on the screen. You might also be able to save a copy of the screen.
When printing or sharing any content from this eBook, you must always adhere to the Terms of
Use as well as copyright laws. The book can be used by one teacher (the licensee), who can share
the contents of the eBook with their own current students for learning purposes. The eBook cannot
be re-sold. The eBook cannot be uploaded to a public web page. Please refer to the full Terms of
Use on page 4.
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About the Author
I started out teaching English to migrants in the Language, Literacy and Numeracy Program
(LLNP) and its successor, the Skills for Education and Employment Program (SEE Program). Since
then, I have mostly worked as an instructional designer, developing assessment tools, learning
materials and eLearning modules for a variety of courses, including English language/literacy,
Foundation Skills and vocational courses. I have also worked as a director of studies in the ELICOS
industry (English Language Intensive Courses for Overseas Students) where I developed new
programs for specific markets, such as English courses for healthcare workers. Most recently, I
have developed the website englishexpress.com.au, where I hope to publish more eBooks,
animated videos, and other resources for learners and teachers of English.
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Aged Care Nurse
Aged Care Nurse

Task 1

I am an aged care nurse.

Look at the pictures. What can you see?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Where do aged care nurses work?
Who do they help?
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Aged Care Nurse

Task 2

Read the sentences.

I am an aged care nurse.

I help people walk around.

I help people do exercise.

I give food to people.

I give medicine to people.

I check people’s blood pressure.

I write reports.

Can you find a

verb

noun

pronoun

preposition
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Aged Care Nurse

Task 3

Write the words in order. Example:
aged care nurse an I am .

→

I am an aged care nurse.

aged

care nurse an

I

am .

_________________________________________
walk around

help

I

people .

_________________________________________
people help

do

exercise I .

_________________________________________
food I

give people to .

_________________________________________
give I

to

medicine people .

_________________________________________
blood

pressure check I

people’s .

_________________________________________
reports write I .
_________________________________________
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Aged Care Nurse

Task 4

Write sentences. Choose how to write the sentences:
• Use
• Use
• Use
• Use

the present simple for actions that repeat. (I write reports every day.)
the past simple for actions in the past. (I wrote reports yesterday.)
the present continuous for actions happening now. (I am writing a report now.)
the imperative for instructions or requests. (Please write the report.)
 Present simple

 Past simple

 Present continuous

I

I write reports.

I wrote reports.

I am writing reports.

 You

You write reports.

You wrote reports.

You are writing reports.

 She

She writes reports.

She wrote reports.

She is writing reports.

 Imperative
Write the report.

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________
Next, make questions (e.g. Do you write reports every day?) or negative sentences (e.g. I don’t
write reports every day.).
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Barista
Barista

Task 1

I am a barista.

Look at the pictures. What can you see?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Where do baristas work?
What equipment do they use?
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Barista

Task 2

Read the sentences.

I am a barista.

I take orders from customers.

I make coffee.

I serve coffee to customers.

I charge customers.

I wipe the tables.

I wash the dishes.

Can you find a

verb

noun

pronoun

preposition
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Barista

Task 3

Choose the correct words. Write the sentences. Example:
I



am



are

a barista. → I am a barista.

I

am

are

a barista.

_________________________________________
I take

orders

coffee

from customers.

_________________________________________
I

cook

make

coffee.

_________________________________________
I

serve

find

coffee to customers.

_________________________________________
I

pay

charge

customers.

_________________________________________
I

wipe

take

the tables.

_________________________________________
I wash the

coffee

dishes

.

_________________________________________
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Barista

Task 4

Write sentences. Choose how to write the sentences:
• Use
• Use
• Use
• Use

the present simple for actions that repeat. (I make coffee every day.)
the past simple for actions in the past. (I made coffee yesterday.)
the present continuous for actions happening now. (I am making coffee now.)
the imperative for instructions. (Please make some coffee.)
 Present simple

 Past simple

 Present continuous

I

I make coffee.

I made coffee.

I am making coffee.

 You

You make coffee.

You made coffee.

You are making coffee.

 He

He makes coffee.

He made coffee.

He is making coffee.

 Imperative
Make some coffee.

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________
Next, make questions (e.g. Do you make coffee every day?) or negative sentences (I don’t make
coffee every day.).
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Builder
Builder

Task 1

I am a builder.

Look at the pictures. What can you see?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Where do builders work?
What do they wear to be safe?
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Builder

Task 2

Read the sentences.

I am a builder.

I measure the wood.

I cut the wood.

I put the wood on the floor.

I mix the cement.

I lay the bricks.

I paint the walls.

Can you find a

verb

noun

pronoun

preposition
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Builder

Task 3

Write the sentences. Put spaces between the words. Example:
Iamabuilder → I am a builder.

Iamabuilder.
_________________________________________
Imeasurethewood.
_________________________________________
Icutthewood.
_________________________________________
Iputthewoodonthefloor.
_________________________________________
Imixthecement.
_________________________________________
Ilaythebricks.
_________________________________________
Ipaintthewalls.
_________________________________________
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Builder

Task 4

Write sentences. Choose how to write the sentences:
• Use
• Use
• Use
• Use

the present simple for actions that repeat. (I mix the cement every day.)
the past simple for actions in the past. (I mixed the cement yesterday.)
the present continuous for actions happening now. (I am mixing the cement now.)
the imperative for instructions. (Please mix the cement.)
 Present simple

 Past simple

 Present continuous

I

I mix the cement.

I mixed the cement.

I am mixing the cement.

 You

You mix the cement.

You mixed the cement.

You are mixing the cement.

 He

He mixes the cement.

He mixed the cement.

He is mixing the cement.

 Imperative
Mix the cement.

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________
Next, make questions (e.g. Do you mix the cement?) or negative sentences (e.g. I don’t mix the
cement.).
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